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Abstract: An algorithm for learning class parameters using a restricted updating programme is described along with investiga

tion of its convergence for optimum learning. The algorithm is a generallsation of some existing ones which were found to be 
useful for practical data. 
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1.	 Introduction A similar algorithm was presented by Chien (1970) 

as a solution to the problem of identifying 
An adaptive pattern recognition system can be 'spurious', that is. possibly non-representative 

viewed as a learning machine in which the decision training samples for the case when feature means 
of the system gradually approaches the optimal are to be learned. A threshold is defined such that 
decision by acquiring necessary information from if the 'distance' of the current training sample 
observed patterns. System performance is improv from the preceding estimate of the mean (the same 
ed as a result. In a supervised system, the machine 'distance' is used for defining a guard zone) ex
requires an extra source of knowledge, usually of ceeds it, the training sample is rejected. As such 
a higher order, for correcting the decision taken by both algorithms are basically the same, and are 
a classifier. When an extra source of knowledge on stochastic approximation procedures of sorts. 
which a supervisory programme could be based is Although these algorithms were tested with suc
not readily available, the performance of the cess on some practical data, the two works did not ..I system becomes highly unpredictable .	 provide any proof of convergence or any 

The most widely used tools for recursive learn theoretical investigation of the choice of the con
ing of class parameters are Bayesian estimation trolling parameter namely, guard zone dimension 
methods and stochastic approximation (Fu, 1968; or threshold for optimum learning. 
Tsypkin, 1973). In this context, we would like to The present work describes a generalized version 
single out the self-supervised learning system based of the two, called the Generalized Guard Zones 
on the concept of a 'guard zone', mooted by Pal Algorithm (GGA). Basically, it aims to detect 

et al. (1980). It was used to restrict the updating of outliers and reject them from the parameter

estimates of parameters (feature means and updating procedure. As such, it can be looked 

variances) by means of 'doubtful' samples. For upon as a robust estimation procedure (Andrews, 
this purpose a guard zone was defined for each 1975; Huber, 1981). (Essentially, the term 
class in such a way that a training sample was used 'robustness' signifies insensitivity to small devia

for updating only if it feU within the guard zone. tions from the underlying assumptions (Huber, 
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1981)). Under rather general assumptions, we have 
investigated the stochastic convergence of this 
algorithm for some special problems of estimation. 

For this purpose, results on stochastic approxima

tion are used. 

2.	 The Generalized Guard Zones Algorithm 
(GGA) 

Let X= [X" X 2, ... ,XN ]', X E [Ri\!' be an N
dimensional feature vector defined over a pattern 
class e. 

Let us make the following assumptions: 

(AI)	 The distribution of X over C is continuous. 
(A2)	 This distribution depends on a q-dimensional 

parameter vector 0, some or all of which 

need to be learned. 

(A3) The distribution of X over C is such that 

E(X) exists and is equal to Ii. 
(A4) The dispersion matrix of X, namely, 

Disp(X)=l:'=«a/j)) exists. 

Before stating the algorithm itself, let us define 
a guard zone formally as follows: 

Definition. Let S be a metric space and b a metric 
defined on it. Then for any point a E S, a guard 
zone G(a, J..) having an 'extent' J.. is the subset of 
S defined by 

G(a, A)= {x:b{a, x):::;J..}, 

where A~O. 

Clearly, G(a, A) is nothing but a closed ball of 
radius Acentred at a in S with respect to the metric 
b. 

In the subsequent discussions we shall be taking 
S = rRN and a metric d defined as 

A	 being a symmetric. positive definite matrix. 
Let us now proceed to the algorithm properly. 
Let XI' X 2, X 3, ... be the sequence of learning 

(or training) samples, randomly selected from e, 
that is, assumed to be independently and identical
ly distributed, i.e., we assume that correctly la
belled training samples are available. 

We restrict ourselves to the case where eincludes 
f..l and/or elements of I only. 

The generalized guard zones algorithm (GGA) 

for estimating e recursively is as follows: 

fork=l,8 - [!(Xk)k-
Ok-I -ak Yk for k> 1; 

(I) 

Yk= [~k-I-!(Xk) if Xk E G(mk _" A.d, 
(2)

otherwise, 

(h: the k~th-stage estimate of O. 
{ad: a sequence of positive numbers, with 

ak:::;IVk. 

f: [RN ---> rR q is a continuous mapping, defining 

an unbiased statistic for e. 
mk-l: the (k-1)-th stage GOA estimate of Ii. 

..v
G(mk_I> Ak)={X:XEIR ,dk(x,mk-l)~Ad, 

dl(x, y) = (x- y)' Ak(x-y), 

Ak : A symmetric, positive definite matrix, 

which mayor may not be a function of Xi 
and/or (Jf' i = 1(I )k. 

A,: A positive number. prespecified. 

In essence, this algorithm uses only those train
ing samples for updating the estimate, which lie 
within the corresponding guard zone centred at the 
preceding estimate of the mean. Training samples 
which lie outside it are ignored and the estimate 
kept unchanged at the corresponding stages. 

Special cases 

(l) When q=N, e=lJ., i.e., only the mean vector 
is to be learned, we have f (X) = X, and the 
algorithm is as follows: 

(3) 

(2) For estimating alJ,i=l(l)N, j=I{l)N, 
recursively, there are two alternative procedures 
(we write 8,j(k) = S~k)): 

(a) S,~I) = 0, and for k> 1, 
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(kl_
Sij 

(4a) 

(b) SI~I)=O, and for k>l, 

(4b) 

where 

C,yk l = 
{ 

clk - I)_a [C(k-·l)_X X ]
IJ k IJ k, kJ 

if dk (mll _1> Xk)SAk> 
C&k  l) otherwise. 

(5) 

(3) When (;I=l,u';a'j',a'=[alla22"'aNN], 
q=2N, 

°...Sll 0 -I 

...	 °0 S22 0 0 
Ak = 0 0 S33 ••. 0 

= [Diag(sll' S2b ... , sNtv)] - I, 

then the GGA reduces to the algorithm of Pal et al. 
(1980). 

(4)	 When (;1=11, q=N, 

A k = K 1 , the dispersion in X due to ordinary 
measurement variation, i.e., type I noise (see 
Chien (1970», 

Ak = 8k (the threshold in Chien's algorithm), 
ak= [(k-l)+vl- 1 where v is such that 

Disp(llo) = Kl/v, 

110 = being the initial estimate, v> 0, 

the GGA reduces to the non-linear learning 
algorithm of Chien (1970). 

(5) As all Ak'S decrease progressively, the system 
approaches the nonadaptive state. Clearly, this is 
because the dimensions of the guard zones 
decrease and hence the probability of a training 

sample to faU within the guard zone decreases with 
decrease in the corresponding Ak-value; so the 

number of training samples getting selected for the 

updating process decreases. 

(6) On the other hand, when the AI< 's increase 
progressively, the system approaches the non

supervised state [or, as the 'extent' of the guard 
zones increases, more and more training samples 
get selected for the updating of estimates; that is, 

the updating programme becomes less and le'~ 

restrictive. 

3.	 Convergence of the generalized guard zones 
algorithm 

The convergence of a recursive discrete 
algorithm for estimating a parameter () by 811 , can 
be defined in various ways. For instance, we say 
that 

(i) the sequence {8n } converges to (;I with pro

bability one or almost surely if 

p[	 lim 11811 - ell =0] = 1, 
n~ 00 

P being the probability measure. 
(ii) {811 } converges to (;I in the mean-square 

sense if 

Jim £[118" - eF) = 0, 
II-CO 

£	 being the expectation operator. 
For proving certain results on the convergence 

of the GGA, we shall be making use of the follow
ing results: 

Theorem I (Schmetterer, 1968). Let {an} be a se
quence of positive real numbers such that 

00 

(BI) L a~< 00. 

11=1 

Let XII and Y" be K-dimensional random vectors 
which satisfY 

(B2) XII + I =X" - a"Y" , 11;::: 1. 

Let Mil be a measurable mapping from IRK to 
IRK, such that 

(B3) £(Ynlx» X2' ... ,xn)=MII(xn) a.e. 

Let a, b, c be nonnegative real numbers and let 

(B4) E(~YlrIXI>X2, ... ,xn)sa+bllxn~+cllxl1fa.e. 

A Iso, for every X E IRK and n;::: I, 
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(B5)	 x' Mn(x)~O. 

Ij Xl is chosen in such a way that 

(B6)	 E(llx,I\2) exists, 

then the sequence {xn } converges with probability 
1 (that is, almost surfly) and the sequence 
{EllxnI1 

2
} converf!,es also. 

Theorem 2 (Schmetterer, 1968). Suppose that 
assumptions (B1)-(B6) hold. If there exists for 
every rJ> 0 a J> 0 such that for n? 1 

(B7) inf [x'Mn(x)l~o, 
w,\!,r!<;~-l 

then {xn } converges to the k-dimensional null vec

tor 0 almost surely. 

We shall now be proving the following: 

Proposition 1. For the problem oj estimating e= J.l 
recursively, let Ok = mk be the sequence of esti
mates, where mk is given by equation (3). 

If 

'" 
(CI)	 L a~< 00 

1/= I 

and 

(C2)	 Pk=P[dk(mk-1>Xd~Aklmk-Jl>c5, Vk, 

for some c5 > 0, 

then 
(a) {mk} converges with probability 1 to fJ. as 

k-+oo; 
(b) {E~mk-fJ.112} converges as k-+oo. 

Proposition 2. Consider the problem of estimating 
fJ. and ~ completely. 

Let 

0' = [fJ.' ': u~)' : ur;)': .. · : u~Y)'] (6a) 
qx I ' , " 

and 

/i' _ [m' : C(I)' : c(2)' : .. - : c(N)'l
Uk - k' k ' k' 'k , (6b) 

q x 1 I I I I 

q;=N-i+ 1, 

Ui; =E(XjXJ = uij+ Jiifl) , 

and the elements 01 m and e(l) = [C(k) C(k) '" C(k)jk k /I - 1(1+ I) IN 

are given by equations (3) and (5) respectively. 
If Ihe conditions (CI) and (C2) hold, and 

besides, the following condition is a/so satisfied: 

(C3) 'l,j=E(X,2Xj) exists V i,j= l(l)N jar the 
elements of the feature vector X, 

then 
(a) {Od (.Riven by (6b)) converges with pro

bability I to (J (given by (6a)) as k-'> (X); 
(b) {EllOk - 0~2} converges as k-+ 00. 

Proposition 3. Consider the problem of estimating 
11 and E complclely. 

Let 

(7a) 

and 

o - [m' : s(1)' : S(2)' : • s(N)'l'
k - k: : : •.. : ' (7b) 

where 

(/)-1 ]'u - U"U'(/+ 1) --. U1N , 

with alJ = E(X,X;) - fJ.1f.1) , and 

S(I) = /S(k) S(k) ... S(k)j'
"'(1+1) IN' 

the Sl) 's being given by equation (4b). 
[f the conditions (Cl), (C2) and (C3) hold, then 

Ok (given by eqn. (7b» converges with probability 
1 to () (given by eqn. (7a». 

Proofs of Propositions 

Before we give the formal proof of the proposi
tions, we would like to make the following point: 

If we subtract 0 from both sides of the equation 
(I) we get, writing 

0/= Ok - 0, 
where 

N(N+ 1) 

fork=l, 

fork>l, 
(8) 

q= 2 ' 
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(9) 

This is because 0< Gk::5 1 Vk by choice, so that for 

k>l, 

(J: = (Jk - () = (Jk-I - ak Yk- (J 

Ok-: I -ak (Ok-I- f(Xk»- e 
= IfXkEG(mk_I,Ak),

{ 
Ok-l - 0 otherwise, 

(I ~ ak)[Ok- I - eJ +adf(Xd - OJ 
= If X k E G(mk_l' Ak),

{ 0;_ I otherwise, 

Thus Propositions 1 and 2 can be shown to be 
true if we can show that under the conditions 
assumed therein, 

(i) 0: ...... 0 almost surely as k 00; 
(ii) E[lle;112J converges as k 00, 

To establish these we shall apply Theorems 1 
and 2 directly, by showing that conditions 
(B 1)-(B7) are true for 0: as defined by equations 
(8) and (9). 

The conditions (B1) and (B2) are true because of 
our assumption (el) and equations (8) and (9) 
respectively. 

Proof of Proposition 1. Here, 

E[ Yk* lot, O*, ... ,O:J2

= Pk + I E[O: - (Xk + I - 0) I0;, Oi, .. , , 0:] 

(as f(x) = x here) 

=Pk+ I [O:-E(xk + I - e)] 

(as X k + I is independent of 

XI' X 2,· .. , Xk and hence ot, ... ,Ok) 

=Pk+IO: 

(as 8=fJ. here and E(Xk+I)=fJ.). 

This verifies condition (B3), with 

Further, 

(as X k + I is independent of 0;, ... ,0;) 

::5110:112+ L
N 

(7~ (as Pk + I :os I and a~::5 ak:OS I), 
n-l 

which means that condition (B4) holds with 

N 

a = L a~, b=O, c= 1. 
n-I 

Also, x'Mk(x)=Pk+1X'X;:::O VXE IRN which verifies 
condition (BS). That (B6) holds, is rather obvious, 
as 

N 

Ellf(X1)-OI12=EIIX,-fJ.11 2= I: (7;<00. 
n-I 

Finally, we can see that by virtue of our assump

tion (e2), the condition (B7) holds. for 

inf [x'Mk(x)] 
'/<llxi<II 1 

lllf [Pk+IX'X]>61J2. 
II < Ix ~ <II-I 

Thus Theorems 1 and 2 hold for Or Hence the 
proposition is proved. 

Proof of Proposition 2. Here 

f(x) = rx(O)'! x(l)' i x(2)' i· .. !x(N)'l'II x N I X N I x (tv - I) I x I . 

with 

x(i) = [X,2, X,X/+I>""X,XNl',
 
q, x I
 

q,=N-i+ 1. 

Thus 
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(J~* ()~*]E[ Yk
*IO~*

I, 2,"" , 

= £[8: - (/(Xkt I) - 0*) 18r, 8;, ... , 8:]Pkt I 

= Pk t 1[0;; - E{f(Xk t I) - ()} J 

(for the same reasons as before) 

==Pkil()"';' (as E[f(Xktl)]=(J)· 

This verifies (B3). Now, 

£[[1 Yk*11 2 
1 8;', 8{, ... ,8t] 

== Pk "I [[I()t - (f(Xkt I) - ())11 2 Bt, Oi, ... ,0tl1 

== Pk + llli e:f -20*' (t'(f(Xk t I) - 0) 

+Ellf(Xk "1)-()112
J (as before) 

== PA , dl18tl1 2 + Ellf(Xk + I) - B11 2] 

(as E[j(Xkt I)] = B). 

However, as 

E[llf(X, + I)112] 

== E[,~o IIXI'l J 11 2J== I1t [EllxY11 fl 
tv' tv /\1 

== L E(X,~) + L L E(X} X}) 
11= I i= Ij'=j 

( since E~xio~ d2 
== El I x,;J 

II~I 

and £IIXn I f =El'~1 X,I X,~ J) 
!v 'v '\I 

L (a?t+f1?t) + L L 1]/1' 
11=1 j~lj'=j 

(by assumption (C3)) 

~K, 

vvith K a finite positive constant independent of 
8r, ei, .. ·, et, we must have 

"'1121 ~~ ~* ~*E[ II Yt B,·,02, .. ·,ed 
~. ) 2 

~Pk+ dIIO;II- + KI, (as E[llf(X,( +) - 011 ]) 

~lle:f+K 

== E[llf(X/, . 1)11 
2

] - 20' E(f(X,( + I» + lief 
2 == £[llf(X,( 0 1 )11 2 ) -110 li
 

(as E[fex,( + I )] == 0)
 

Thus condition (B4) is satisfied, with a == K, b == 0, 

c= I. Further, conditions (B5), (B6) and (87) also 
can seen to be true, as 

X'Mk(X)=Pk+IX'X~O, VXdK N, 

E[if(Xt ) - 011 2] :s;E[f(Xt )]2 <K< (Xl, 

as seen above, and 

inf [x' Mk(x)] > 61]2>0, 
ry< xi<l/ I 

because of our assumption (e2). 

Thus Theorems 1and 2 hold for {On. This com

pletes the proof of Propo~ition 2. 

Proof of Proposition 3. The proof follows directly 
from Proposition 2 and the following lemma, if we 
note that s0k 

) as given by eqn. (4b), is a con
tinuous function, say, glj of 8k - 1 (given by eqn. 
(6a)), where gIJ(x), x E IRq is defined as 

g'J(X) = xr " - x,x, 

where 

if i = 1, 

'" ~ {:::~: (N -I) +(j - i + I) if 1<i~N, 

and x, denotes the k-th element of x, k = I (l)q. 

Further, glj (B) = a*'j - fJ.d..l. j = a ,}' Hence Proposi
tion 3 follows. 

Lemma. Let {XII} be a sequence oj random 
variables taking values in IRI' and let g: IRI' -> IR" be 
a continuous map. Then {XII} converges with pro
bability 1 to a (E IRP) implies that g(XII ) converges 
with probability 1 to g(a) (E IRq). .' 
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